Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium
Bangalore Association for Science Education (BASE)

Summer Program
From Web of Life to The Universe

Bangalore Association for Science Education (BASE) is organizing a lecture-based summer programme for PUC and B.Sc., students interested in physical sciences and life sciences. The lectures for these courses are given by scientists from premier research institutes and introduce students to frontier areas of research in various fields.

Eligibility : II PU and B.Sc., students
Date : May 22 to June 2, 2018
Time : 10.30 am to 3.30 pm
Venue : JAWAHARLAL NEHRU PLANETARIUM
Sri. T Chowdaiah Road, High Grounds, Bengaluru – 560 001
Fee : Rs.500/- per head

Number of seats is limited! Register soon!!
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